A contemporary house for future living. Combining energy efficiency, configurability and flexibility

**Design YOUR home**

There are many different choices of cladding. We believe houses should all be different so would prefer all modules in different options. Below are some of the different types.

- Brick Slips
- Fibre cement cladding
- Render
- Cedar Cladding

Use our online configurator to customise your BOOVA home and your BOOVA modular extensions.

---

**Boova**

Our starter home represents value and functionality. As the way we live changes, so does a Boova home.

This starter home provides flexible space and technology that appeal to the next generation of home buyers.

**Conscience** design features such as our roof allow for rainwater run-off to be controlled so matter how a Boova house is configured. The roof design also allows rainwater to be harvested and maximum PV performance, no matter what the building orientation might be.

---

**Energy**

- **Air Source Heat Pump**
- **Solar Energy Roof Tiles**
- **Rain Water Harvesting**
- **MVHR**

---

**Flexible throughout YOUR life**

- **Starter Boova**
- **Example of extension layout to increase no. of bedrooms**

---

**Inspiration**

- **Disruptive, flexible technology to modernise the residential face of the nation.**
- **Energy**
  - **MVHR**

---

**Technology**

- **Energy systems are engineered so that they can be interchanged or upgraded using pre-assembled M&E systems.**
- **MVHR**

---

**Design to break the modular mould**

- **Real time alerts for ultimate peace of mind.**